
ELA 8-2 

Treatment: “Polois” 

 
 

1 - Keontae + Teegan 
[Opening Title 
Sequence/Scene 1] 

In 2030 engineers invented a rocket engine that could make 
the rocket ship go at lightyear speed, so they could go to 
planets they never could before. In 2035 when the 
astronauts returned from the planet they named Polos, one 
of the astronauts became a killer, out of nowhere. 

2 - Jacob + Gabe 
[medical facility] 

The police stopped him, the scientist did a scan on him. 
They found out there was a brain parasite that changes their 
personality and makes them a killer. The only way to get rid 
of this parasite is this poisonous gas that the parasite is very 
sensitive to, but you can get very ill if you don’t have the 
parasite. The parasite escaped before they could kill it.  

3 - Rylan + Abbie 
[ext - Peterbilt Area] 

There have been rumors that it’s in Deer Lake, 
Newfoundland and Labrador, Canada, the reports have 
been of a weird human looking like creature wandering 
around at night. Oh I forgot to mention IT CAN 
SHAPESHIFT, I KNOW CREEPY(All of that will be told by 
someone not an actor).  
 

4 - Jace + Matt 
[Xavier] 

Nathaniel, Elio, Tessi, Domitoad, Demi , Var, Phil, Eric, & 
Jenna were at school later in the day because they had to 
finish a group project, when bursts through the door and 
says that someone is dead in the office.They figured out that 
one of them had the parasite they needed to figure out 
quickly, but if they chose the wrong person, the person that 
inhaled the gas would get very ill, so they don’t want that to 
happen to them, but if they choose the right person the 
parasite would die.  

5 - Dawson + Aliyah 
[multiple rooms @ 
Xavier] 

They discuss where they were before then. Tessi and Demi 
were by the cafe and saw Nathaneil go towards the office, 
but Nathaneil rejected that and threatened them that he 
would beat them up, Elio was in the classroom 8-2, 



 

Domitoad was in the bathroom, Phil was in the library and 
Rylan* was in the gym.  
 
Elio gave a bit of information, but not a lot because he is a 
bit shy and at the end they talked through it, they decided to 
get Phil out because he was close to the office, too close to 
be exact. He exclaims, “No! Please! It’s not me!” But, they 
were convinced that it was him.  

6 - Noah Y. + Evan 
[supply room - basement] 

They continued their project, but still remained nervous. 
They had to all get supplies so they all split up. 

7 - Gia + Brookelynn C. 
[art room] 

When they came back they noticed Nathaniel was missing! 
They looked around and found him dead in the art room! 
They talked about where they were and Elio said he was in 
the class again. 

8 - Kyle + Noah M. 
[multiple rooms @ 
Xavier] 

Domitoad was in the home economics room, Var was in the 
tech lab, Tessi and Demi were together in the office. But, 
Demi left Tessi’s sight for a minute. Elio said that he thinks 
that Demi is suspicious. He gives information, but Demi says 
that she was with Tessi the whole time. So, they vote him 
out. He gives them all the information he begged them, but 
again they were convinced. 

9 - Allie + Brooklyn P. 
[unspecified space] 

We need to add a scene that takes care of TWO(2) new 
characters: Eric & Jenna. Does Demi kill them at the same 
time? 

10 - Dominic + Garrett 
[art room] 

They try to finish their project looking at each other afraid. 
They managed to finish the project and they all got ready. 

11 - Nate + Brian 
[foyer] 

10 minutes later but Domitoad was dead by the exit. 

12 - Sarah + Julie 
[art room/hallway] 

Tessi and Demi were convinced that it was Var because 
every time there was a body they were together they voted 
him out, but when they go back Demi kills Tessi (just shows 
a black screen when she dies) 

13 - Clare + Kyla 
[Xavier parking lot] 

Demi walks out free with the parasite controlling her. 



 

Cast: 
 
Sarah [Demi - ?] 
 
Jace [Elio - smart; good (reliable - people go to him for advice); shy] 
 
Dominic [Domitoad - funny; hugs too hard]  
 
Gabe [ Phil - germaphobe - small part] 
 
Julie [Tessi - LOVES the colour pink; girlie-girl] 
 
Nate [Nathaniel - tough but fair (nemesis with Varchutokka but very decent to everyone who 
treats him fairly)] 
 
Jacob [Eric - follows Nate] 
 
Abbie [Jenna - smart]  
 
Rylan [Varchutokka - cyborg (mechanical features/robotic enhancements); from space; travels 
dimensions; smokes; mean; bias from unpopular opinions; genius; deus ex machina] 
 


